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I am presently contained. I am inside a container, but it is permeable. In fact, 
one entire side is wide open. People may come and go freely. I am obliged to sit 
here and write for one and three-quarter hours. Then I too shall be free to go. 

The open side affords me a clear view out from the inside, others a clear view 
in from the outside. These others at this moment: a young father pushing a pram; 
children zigzagging wildly about on bikes; an older gentleman in a cornflower blue 
sweater, hands in pockets, shuffling along the long pink line, looking lost; cool 
dad in leather jacket beside hip mum in shawl and daughter in floral dress with 
inquisitive look on face; dishevelled man with camera.

Others are sure to come, in a steady stream, in a stream that ebbs and flows and 
may possibly overflow. You never know, when it comes to people (and rivers). 

More people than the weather may promise, I hope. Clouds that particular grey of 
Wellington, pressing down overhead like the lid on a jam jar, screwing down tighter 
and tighter. Which makes us the jam, I suppose. Safely preserved inside, I suppose, 
the larder of the universe.

(Often a writer will write things and then wonder why. Many people, from what I 
understand, assume it happens the other way around.)

People’s facial features vanish and are replaced by question marks, as they look 
in from the outside. I mean this literally. Now, an exclamation mark just sauntered 
past, casually exclaiming something I couldn’t quite comprehend. The exclamation 
mark may, it is possible, have been drunk (it is 10AM on a Saturday).

This container is meant to represent a stage, I think. It feels more like a living 
room. The kind you might find in a Scandinavian country, some place where children 
are raised to become minimalist architects from a very young age.

The permeability of my container means that I also feel somehow permeable. 

Two corgis just walked their owner past on a leash, and the sight was as delightful 
as you should always expect.

The permeability of my container is an invitation to view. It is an invitation 
to view me but not yet this written work (not unless you were to peek over my 
shoulder, whoever you are.) This work will by laid out after my time is up, laid 
out quickly in a template, then printed on newsprint (a satisfyingly nostalgic 
material) for free distribution. I will have packed up and gone by the time 
the real work of reading begins. And at that point not only will I become more 
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permeable, for the access to my thoughts that you (whoever you are) will have 
gained to the contents of my mind, but you also will have become permeable, for 
the access my thoughts will have gained to your mind. Quid pro quo, et cetera, et 
cetera. 

The sweet wafting scent of marijuana, and I know somebody at least is feeling a 
little more relaxed than I am.

Swelling sci-fi music is erupting from another container beside me, the vibrating 
air unable to be contained, unwilling to be contained, the waves of sound a great, 
genuine delight, crashing across the shores of my brain. In my architecturally 
austere container, full of nothing more than the absolute necessities, like a 
spaceship hurtling through the universe may contain nothing more than the bare 
minimum to sustain life (every kilo you have to carry counts), I feel deep within 
my body that this music is the perfect soundtrack to the task of writing impromptu.

Although the music has now become decidedly more disco.

But any music that has people dancing along the Wellington waterfront at 10:15AM on 
a Saturday is perfectly fine by me. You all have permission (whoever you are) to 
skip church tomorrow and go dancing instead. 

A seagull descends rapidly, swooping down from the grey sky overhead SQUAWK!! 
SKWARK!! SQWUARRRK!! and scoops up a cold stale chip from the tarseal. One swift, 
greedy gulp and the chip goes down. SQWARRGK-K-K!! I think the seagull might be 
choking! But no—no—SQWUUAAAARK!!—the seagull is merely feeling satisfied. And 
as for the cold chip. The cold chip is now contained safely inside its seagull 
wrapper, being reheated slowly. 

The cameraman mentioned earlier has just swooped past my container, dipped inside, 
camera held steady, capturing me in its internal machinery like I was a cold chip.

In exchange, the cameraman offered a sort of complement: “You are arranged very 
symmetrically inside your container.” “Thank you,” I said, and I meant it. I am one 
of those people who has a craving for symmetry and order. You have no idea (whoever 
you are) how happy I was to find, upon first approaching this container, the desk 
to be set up right there in the centre.

A pigeon has come to join me, strutting about like the stage is theirs. And why 
not? The pigeon was here before I ever took up my temporary residence. This 
waterfront belongs to the pigeons and the gulls. The pigeon is acutely aware of its 
status as performer: it has leapt upon the equipment in the corner and activated 
the lights. Next, surely, some selection of music.

But—the pigeon I am sorry to report has now been escorted away. Two people in 
high-viz vests enquiring as to my general state of comfort and wellbeing spotted 
the pigeon and encouraged it to move on. “Came in here yesterday too—” (I told you 
it owned the place) “—and look, it’s turned the bloody lights on. Come on, mate, 
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you’ll have to find your contentment in some other container—just not one of ours.”

This container is one of a system of containers which is the Performance Arcade 
which is arranged along the Wellington waterfront behind that very large container 
of national artefacts which is Te Papa. Because of these systems of containers, 
ideas become available for casual consumption by people passing through. It is free 
to enter, nothing more demanded of you than your temporary patience, and hopefully 
your attention. In this way, an exchange may happen. 

“Creative things happening,” one passer-by observes, astutely, to their companion.

My biographical details have just now been affixed to the outside of my container. 
This makes me feel more permeable. People have also now begun to approach, to ask 
questions (never entering the container itself, but by their gaze and their voices, 
projecting themselves into it), and asking me about what it is I am doing—what is 
this about? I answer them plainly, offer background to the Live Press, and then—

One of them asks me to read.

The feeling of being permeable is largely about the feeling of being vulnerable. 
And often, from what I’ve experienced and from what I’ve heard, there is little 
more that can make a writer feel more permeable and vulnerable than asking them—

To read. To read aloud to others.

I do the bit about my old friend, the pigeon, who tinkered with the lights before 
being encouraged to move out of the container. It is a short paragraph, as you can 
see for yourself (whoever you are). When I was done reading aloud (no chance of a 
rehearsal, bear in mind) I looked up and—

“Thanks for that,” they said, extracting something from a backpack, a scarf to 
protect against the chill, before closing the zipper and moving quickly on.

Pigeon, my old friend, at least you had your moment under the spotlight there, and 
if that may be the first and only thing I ever have the opportunity to give you, at 
least it was something you surely desired.

I should confess that some of what I have written in these pages is made up. Other 
parts are true, more or less, but embellished. Other bits are as true as I could 
make them—but, well, plain accuracy is always difficult (you may have noticed that 
many reporters avoid it). I actually make things up all the time. I make things up 
more often, perhaps, than I don’t. (I’m not a liar, just a writer, just a person 
who writes.) I am chock full of madeup things, but they don’t point to nothing, 
or not only to nothing. Can I say that these madeup things are both there and 
not-there? Real and not-real? I contain them all, they are encoded in the meat of 
my brain; they help fill me. I am not filled with nothing, only with many madeup 
things. 
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People have been approaching and asking more questions, staring while I type. 
“What are you doing?” they demand to know. “I am writing” I confess. “Listen,” 
and I tap the keys of my laptop with extra force, to produce a louder string of 
click-clack-click-clack sounds, straining to demonstrate the reality of what I am 
doing. It does not seem quite enough. And so I hit the delete key with a slight 
flourish. I performativity strike again the delete key, then the spacebar. “Look, I 
am performing—for you,” I say, almost shouting. “I am writing for you! Whoever you 
are!” 

“What?” they say. “Sorry, I didn’t quite catch that sorry.” Then turning to their 
child: “Hush please while Mummy speaks to the man please.” Turning back to me: 
“Sorry. What did you say this was about?” The child has an iceblock, which they 
begin waving about, drips falling to the ground, across the edge of the container. 
“Stop that please,” the mother says. “No. Put that back in the container of your 
mouth please or else give it to me please.” 

The writer frets.
Sweats live on stage.
His panic uncontained.

In reality I would have made no fewer than two cups of tea and written no more than 
two pages in the time I have produced this material. It is amazing what containment 
of time and space can do for one’s productivity. 

In reality, even if I had produced as much as I have in the time that I have, 
I would go on to spend hours, days, weeks, months, editing and refining it into 
something more solid, more crafted, less vulnerable, but still permeable. All 
writing is permeable. All art is permeable. As mentioned earlier, this is the 
point, I think, of art: to produce permeable objects and experiences which make the 
viewer permeable also, and thus generate a form of exchange, making collaboration 
possible across some distance of time and space. 

In the case of the Performance Arcade, the time and space involved are able to be 
navigated with great convenience. A system of thought and activity threaded through 
by a long pink line, myself as much as other performers inside their containers, 
as much as you (whoever you are) traversing these spaces, all of us like bizarre 
adornments along a long pink line of evolving experiences, gathering strange new 
things to place inside the containers of our minds. We reconfigure ourselves moment 
by moment.

Here we wander, contained within a soup of atmosphere, and contained by gravity, 
but our bodies always pointing absent-mindedly towards space. 

In reality, I would edit most of these words into the bin and possibly even change 
the theme. I have fifteen minutes left in which to makes some greater sense of it 
all for you (whoever you are), and (if I’m being very honest) for myself. If I 
don’t make it in time, I hope you enjoy it nonetheless and feel that this permeable 
exchange between us has, at least in part, for some brief few moments, been 
worthwhile. 


